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A Complete IB Education System Catering for students from 3 to 19 years old 

Bilingual and Multicultural Learning Environment 

Nurturing a Flourishing Educational Ecology

A School Rewriting the History of Chinese Education Several Times

One of the First Chinese Private Education Explorers

The First‘Chinese International School’going abroad



School Principle
A Balanced development of 
academia, arts and sports

Complete IB System including Primary 
Year Programme (PYP), Middle Year 
Programme (MYP) and Diploma 
Programme (DP) 

Education System Learner Profile
Principled, Inquirers, 
Knowledgeable, Open-minded, 
Balanced, Communicators, 
Caring, Risk-takers, Reflective, 
Thinkers 

Philosophy

Innovative, High-class, 
International

School Mission







More than 100 Laboratories 

· Libraries in the school’s primary, middle and high school sections 

· All classrooms are equipped with interactive digital screens, projectors and MacBook 

video monitoring system for educational evaluation. A real-time interaction can be 

achieved among the digital screens, teachers’ computers and the students’ computers.

T e a c h i n g  a n d  L e a r n i n g  S p a c e



Arts Venues:
· 3Theatres 

· More than 100 piano practice rooms 

· Wind music room

· Drum kit practice rooms 

· Dance room 

· Calligraphy room · Art studio

Sports Venues:
· 4sports domes 

   Ice sports venue meeting international standards, 
   5000m² ice rink dome 

   2800m² badminton and fitness dome

 3000m² basketball and volleyball dome

 2500m² swimming dome

Golf course
Standard outdoor track-and-field ground

T e a c h i n g  a n d  L e a r n i n g  S p a c e



One of the first International Baccalaureate        
                                   schools in China



One of the first International Baccalaureate        
                                   schools in China

United Nations

Cultural Organization
Educational,  Scientific and



The school attaches great importance to the overall 
development of its students, which means the students 
should not only gain wisdom of the mind through 
academic studies, but also enrich their inner being 
though the learning of arts and maintain health and 
strength through sports trainings. Academic studies, 
arts and sports serve as the three pillars of the school. 

Academic Studies Arts Physical Education

Academic Studies, Arts and Physical 
Education are the three primary 
colors of  the  education  in  Huijia



The International Baccalaureate (IB) formerly known as the International Baccalaureate Organization (IBO) is 

an international educational foundation headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland, and founded in 1968. It upholds 

the philosophy of lifelong learning and offers the following programmes:   

The common goal of all the International Baccalaureate (IB) educational programmes is to nurture talents 

with international awareness and sensibility, who recognize the shared philanthropy of humanity, share the 

responsibility of protecting the planet and help to create a better and more peaceful world. 

United Nations

Cultural Organization
Educational,  Scientific and

Primary Years Programme (PYP)
Age Range: 3-12

This programme focuses on transdisciplinary education and encourages 
students to be explorers both inside and outside the classroom.

Age Range: 11-16 

This programme provides students with scaffoldings and frameworks for 
academic challenges, helps them to understand the connection between 
traditional subjects and the real world and encourages them to become 
critical and reflective thinkers. 

Age Range: 16-19 

DP is a very challenging and balanced educational programme, DP students 
would need to pass the unified final exams and prepare for the future life 
and studies in the universities. 

Middle Years Programme (MYP) 

Diploma Programme (DP)  
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六大超学科主题

我们是谁

Who we are
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么
时
空

Where we are in place and time
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e express ourselves

世界如何运作

How the world works

我
们
如
何
组
织
自
己

How we organize ourselves

The school aims at nurturing young talents who have knowledge, ask questions, know how to care 
for others and strive to create a better and more peaceful world through their understanding and 
respect of the multicultural world. It encourages students from all over the world to become active 
and passionate lifelong learners who know how to understand others and respect differences. 

Primary School PYP: 5-12 Year Old 
In 2012, the primary school section of Huijia obtained the certification of authorization from 
the International Baccalaureate Organization for the IB-PYP programme operation and 
became a member of IB-PYP. 

We give high priority to the bilingual teaching method and focus on both Chinese and 
English learning. 

‘Immersion’ and Inquiry-based bilingual Learning Environment 

The Five Major Development 
Elements of our Primary School 

Six Transdisciplinary 
Themes 

Language Studies

Mathematics  

Sciences 

Sociology  

Individual Education 
Public Sports Physical 

Education (PE) 

The Arts

Six Subject Groups



In 2014, the middle school section of Huijia obtained the certification of authorization from 
International Baccalaureate Organization for IB-MYP programme operation and became a 
member of IBMYP. 

The school aims at providing students with scaffoldings and frameworks for academic 
challenges, helping them to understand the connection between traditional subjects and the real 
world and encouraging them to become critical and reflective thinkers. 

The school focuses on the close integration of learning and real life and places students and 
Approaches to Learning (ATL) at the center. All the teaching content is integrated into the Six 
Global Contexts, providing the students with a clear direction of learning and research and 
enabling them to gain more profound understanding of the true meaning of learning. 

Personalized Teaching Model:  
Personalized Teaching Model: Different needs of the students are fully addressed by 
providing them with diversified teaching and learning models including all-English 
classroom, bilingual classroom, stratified teaching, elective courses, credit system, mobile 
learning system and counselor system. 

Eight Major Disciplines with the focus on cross-disciplinary studies

Characteristics/Identity and Relationship

Time and Space Positioning

Personal Expression and Cultural Expression

Innovation in Science and Technology

Globalization and Sustainable Development

Equality and Development

Middle School MYP:

Six Global Contexts 
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Theory of Knowledge 
(TOK) 

Extended Essay 
(EE) 

Studies in Language and Literature

Language Acquisition

Mathematics

Experimental Science

Individuals and Societies

The Arts

Creativity,Activity, 
Service (CAS) 

Six Subject Groups

High School DP: 10   Grade – 12   Gradeth th 

In 1997, the middle school section of Huijia obtained the certification of authorization from 
International Baccalaureate Organization for IB-DP programme operation and became a 
member of IBDP. 

The school aims at preparing the students for the successful enrolment into institutions of higher 
education and their future life and studies.  The programme is designed to foster the overall 
development of the students which includes the development in intellectual, social, emotional and 
physical aspects. 

As a cross-disciplinary course, TOK asks students to 
critically reflect on the nature of the knowledge and 
experience acquired during learning process. The core to 
TOK is mastering the skills and attitude for critical thinking. 

EE is an independent, self-directed piece of research, finishing 
with a 4,000-word paper. It helps students to learn how to engage 
in a personal exploration of the research topic, communicate ideas 
and develop arguments in the form of academic writing so as to 
prepare them for undergraduate research in the future. 

To obtain IBDP diploma, students must complete 150 hours’ CAS 
activities alongside their academic studies. The purpose of CAS 
projects is to encourage students to show initiative, care for the 
society and others. It also helps them to collaborate with other 
team members and develop a high sense of social responsibility. 

The High School DP programme is an educational programme with academic challenges, 
balanced disciplines, globally unified syllabus and globally unified graduation examinations. 
It is committed to cultivating international citizens with lifelong learning ability. With its 
unified and balanced curriculum and rigorous assessment system, DP is currently the most 
influential international curriculum in the world. 

In Huijia, all the DP subjects except for Chinese are taught in English. Students joining in the 
programme will spend the first year of high school studying Pre-DP courses then formally 
start IB courses from the second year and take the global unified IB examinations in the third 
year of high school. IB curriculum allows middle school students from different countries to 
obtain the same diploma under the same syllabus and the same assessment method. 

Three Core Elem
ents



As one of the three pillars of Huijia education and an indispensable part of the IB 
programmes, the arts courses are offered by the school to the students at all stages 
between the age of 5 to 19 in a. All subjects of the arts education are designed to foster 
critical, reflective and informed practice. They help students to understand the dynamic 
and changing nature of the arts, explore the diversity of arts across time, place and 
cultures, and express themselves with confidence and competence in creative and 
reflective thinking, problem solving and socializing. 
The arts courses of the IB programmes at Huijia are composed of dance, drama, music 
and visual arts, each one represents an irreplaceable form of arts and has dozens of 
art clubs and associations. Meanwhile, the interdisciplinary nature of the arts courses 
enables them to be closely associated with the IB programmes and serve as a media 
tool to help students to learn, to communicate and to express. 

The Educational Goals 
of the Arts at Huijia

To develop specific artistic skills, artistic 
creation and display, creative thinking, artistic 
reflection and artistic appreciation. 

The Arts



Physical Education (PE)
As another important support of the 
education in Huijia, physical education 
is based on the educational principles 
of the IB system and aims at fostering 
students’ sense of responsibility and 
initiatives to adopt a healthy lifestyle. 

The Educational 
Goals of PE 

at Huijia

Distinctive
Sports
Items

Forming Exercise Habit
Cultivating Teamwork Spirit
Developing the Healthy Qualities 

Swimming
Equestrian
Ice hockey 
 Golf 



Field Trips

Huijia Clubs 

Huijia 
Associations

Huijia always attaches great importance to the cultivation of students’ traditional Chinese cultural literacy and 
offers a great variety of activities and courses including field trips, clubs and associations. Here the students 
are exposed to a great number of opportunities to experience the profound traditional Chinese culture. 

Based on the features of different 
age groups of our students and 
the exploring nature of the IB 
programmes, the school arranges 
field trips with various Chinese 
cultural characteristics such as 
Southern Fujian trip, Silk Road 
trip, Sinology Summer camp. 
All these will help our students 
to gain a deep understanding of 
China’s geographical and cultural 
environment through field 
investigations.  

Both the primary and middle 
schools of Huijia have a great 
number of traditional cultural 
clubs including tea club, traditional 
Chinese archery club, calligraphy 
club and Gu Zheng (a traditional 
Chinese music instrument) club. 
Students interested in any of the 
club will be encouraged to join 
and learn/deepen their skills and 
expertise under the guidance of 
teachers. 

The associations of Huijia are open to all 
high school students. They allow students 
to conduct in-depth study and research 
in certain area on the basis of the club 
activities. Currently there are a number of 
associations related to traditional culture 
in the school including traditional Chinese 
archery association and traditional 
Chinese martial arts associations. In 
addition to the regular association 
activities, the school will also invite experts 
in the relevant areas to provide guidance 
or deliver lectures in the school. 

Traditional Chinese Cultural Courses



Established in 1995, Huijia US Center is located in Los 
Angeles, Southern California, a scenic city that enjoys 
a pleasant climate. The major project of the center is 
selecting students from 5th Grade of the primary school 
section of Huijia for a one academic year’s  intensive 
English study in the United States. From around 10 
students in the first session to more than 70 students in 
the 22nd session, the center has accepted in total more 
than 1,000 Huijia students to study there. 
During this year, students are managed by the US Center 
and their day to day life is looked after by the teachers 
with the team and staff members of the Center. The 
life in the United States is generally composed of four 
parts, namely school study, boarding life, field trip and 
holiday travel. 

Established in 2004, the Western Australia Center of 
Huijia is based in Perth, the capital city of the largest 
and wealthiest state of Australia. The city is located 
on the beautiful west coast of the country and is 
bounded by the Indian Ocean to the north and west. 
There is no time difference between Perth and 
Beijing, only opposite seasons. When students 
from the primary and secondary schools of Huijia 
study there, a unique learning method namely 
penetration learning will be adopted to help them 
to fully integrate into the life in Australia through 
living with local host families and studying in the 
local schools. 

Established in 2006, Hillside World Academy (HWA), the Singapore 
campus of Huijia School is located in the northeast of the beautiful 
garden country. As a small and medium sized international school, 
it focuses on the interaction among school communities. HMA 
integrates the different cultures of various ethnic groups in the 
world and forms its own unique bilingual teaching methods. As an 
international school, it has attracted students from more than 30 
countries around the world and experienced IB teachers from 15 
countries. Every year, 4th Grade students of Huijia Primary School 
come here for one month’s exchange and study. During this period 
of time, Huijia students learn and play with HWA students and 
experience the culture of the Lion City. Through all these activities, 
our students’ horizons will broadened and their cross-cultural 
communication skills will be greatly enhanced. 

Huijia Overseas Study Centers 

Western Australian Center 

The Singapore Campus of Huijia School 

US Center



Holiday Study Tours
The school encourages students to ‘read thousands of 
books and travel thousands of miles’, therefore a great 
number of study tours during the summer, winter and 
Spring breaks are organized for Huijia students.

Winter Camp

 Summer Camp

Skiing trip in Switzerland, Winter study camp in Japan, 
research outing projects for high school students 

1）Ocean Summer camp in San Diego, USA (half day English learning and half day 
      ocean challenge activities including swimming, sailing, diving, deep sea fishing) 
2）Perth camp in Australia: students from 8th and 9th Grade could participate in the 
     English learning programmes (Western University Training Center; PLG Girls 
      School; CCGS Boys School) 



18 cohorts of graduates, 
25 years’ focus on educational ecology 



Course planning
Extracurricular activities planning
Professional and career guidance
Special assessment and guidance for students’ physical and mental health
Matching assessment of overseas university and college majors, 
orientation guidance
Authenticity, privacy 
Cooperate with Chinese and foreign teachers who know the students well 
to ensure the quality of the applications

Since the IB programmes were introduced in 1998, more than 2,500 Huijia students have successfully 
completed the transition from prospective students to international students and entered overseas 
universities to realize their dream of studying abroad. In the past two decades, outstanding graduates 
from Huijia have been enrolled in the world-class universities in many countries. Based on the rich 
teaching and learning experience and the analysis of thousands of successful application cases, the 
University Guidance Center of Huijia has formed a distinctive guidance system for Huijia students. 

The University Guidance Center offers timely, accurate 
and targeted study plans and guidance to Huijia 
students, helps them to prepare for the overseas 
studies and provides them with full-scale and whole-
process school application and follow-up services. 

We 
provide 

students 
with

University Guidance Center 

Goals of Huijia 
University 

Guidance Center 



Graduation Results
18 cohorts of graduates, 25 years’ focus on educational ecology

Since the IB programmes were introduced in 1998, more than 2,500 Huijia students have successfully 
completed the transition from prospective students to international students and entered overseas 
universities to realize their dream of studying abroad. 
In 2018, the school had 149 high school graduates and 100% of them were admitted to overseas 
universities. From the perspective of the destination distribution, the United States accounted for 70%, 
Canada accounted for 4%, the UK accounted for 4%, Australia accounted for 2% and other countries 
accounted for 9%. Among all the graduates in 2018, 15% of them were admitted to the top 30 universities in 
the QS World University Rankings, 32% were admitted to the top 50 universities and 56% were admitted to 
the top 100 universities. 
The overall admission rates of the 2018 graduates remain at the similar level compared with the past 17 
cohorts. For the United States, the acceptance rate of the top 30 universities/liberal arts colleges is 15%; 
the acceptance rate of the top 50 universities/liberal arts colleges is 38% and the acceptance rate of the top 
100 universities/liberal arts colleges is 100%, for the UK, the acceptance rate of the top ten universities in 
the Times Rankings is 57% and the acceptance rate of the top 30 universities is 100%; for Canada, the total 
acceptance rate of the three major universities (McGill University, University of Toronto and University of 
British Columbia) is 36% and the acceptance rate of the top 10 medical doctoral universities is 50%. 



The Strengths of Huijia Graduates 

1. Wide selection and global recognition

The IBDP programme is an international curriculum that transcends geographical and national 
boundaries and is recognized by all the major universities around the world. Graduates of the IBDP 
programme are entitled to directly apply for more than 4000 universities in over 140 countries. 

2. More competitiveness

The IBDP programme combines rigorous academic requirements with a wide range of 
extracurricular activities and is consistent with the philosophy of general education. It is highly 
recognized and consistently recommended the leading universities around the world. Harvard, 
Yale, Oxford, Cambridge and many other world class universities regard IB as the most valuable 
high school programme and give admission priority to the graduates with IB diploma. 

3. Extra academic credits in university and other benefits

Students who get high scores in the IBDP’s advanced level courses will be entitled for course 
exemption, academic credits transfer, grade skipping and scholarships. 

4. Saving more than one year’s study time
Generally speaking, Chinese high school graduates, after being admitted to overseas university, 
would need to spend one extra year studying the preparatory courses. Nevertheless, IB graduates 
with International Diploma in Foundation Studies can skip the preparatory courses and go directly 
to the universities they are admitted to and enjoy a great variety of favorable conditions.  In many 
universities in America, Canada and Australia, IB graduates are entitled for the exemption of 
freshman courses and become sophomores upon entry. 

5. Easier integration into the university 

The high-caliber IB students are good at conducting research, providing independent insights 
and participating in community services. According to the latest research in American universities 
commissioned by the IB Policy Research Council has shown that the IB’s curriculum standards in 
mathematics, physics and chemistry are highly consistent and integrated with American university 
programmes. The IB programmes are proved to be able to help students to enhance the necessary 
skills for the successful completion of university studies, including research skills, critical thinking, 
academic writing and communication skills. 

6. Long-term Benefit

The IB programmes help students to receive higher-level education in advance, so as to help them 
to maintain excellent academic performance and internal impetus. After completing the four-year 
undergraduate courses, IB students will have a greater chance to continue the studies for Master’s 
degree. 



Huijia School recruits students from all over the world. The school believes that a diversified combination of 
teachers and students can stimulate a vibrant exchange of ideas and increase learning opportunities. We are 
committed to nurturing high-caliber young people who are inquisitive, knowledgeable and compassionate. We 
hope that they will contribute to a better and more peaceful world through the great respect and understanding 
of cultural diversity. 
The school sets up special scholarships for those who with outstanding academic performance or prominent 
achievements in science, engineering, computer science, information technology, literature, art and sports. 

Primary School PYP: 
Class Size: 20 students per class
Starting Grades: preschool or 1st Grade 
The calculat ion of  the entry age:  the 
student is 5 years old/6 years old before 31 
December of the academic year (an annual 
rolling enrollment policy will be implemented 
if there is a vacancy in other grades). 

Parents/Guardian: 
Recognize and agree with the school’s educational philosophy 
Well educated
Good mannered and well presented

Admission Policy  

Enrollment Plan

Admission Criteria 

Middle School MYP: 
Class size: 25 students per class
Starting Grades: 7th Grade and DP starting grade (10th Grade) 
In addition to the admission of the students from our own 
school, Huijia provides a small number of places for the 
outstanding students who apply externally for studying at Huijia 
(an annual rolling enrollment policy will be implemented if there 
is vacancy in other grades). 

Students:
Good physical and mental health
Good mannered and well presented
Wide range of hobbies, confident and optimistic 



Admission Policy 

To be admitted to the school applicants must pass the admission evaluation test, complete the entire 
application procedure and meet all the admission requirements. Applicants with siblings studying in the 
school or children of Huijia Alumni will be given admission priority after passing the admission evaluation test. 

1. Submitting Application Form and Paying the Application Fee
    1)Enter the official website of the school: www.huijia.edu.cn (please do not use IE browser)
    2)Read the ‘Enrollment Application Process’ in ‘Admission Information’ and fill out ‘Application From for 
       Admission’.
    3)After the successful submission of the application form, a QR code will be generated automatically. Please 
      scan the QR code with mobile phone and pay for the application. 

2. Application for Admission 
    After the application is successfully made, the Admission Office of the school will contact the applicants 
    within three working days and notifying them of the documents and materials required for the application. 
    The application materials should be in Chinese or English, which include: 
    1)Reference letter from the class teacher
    2)Parent statements
    3)Health Check-up Results
    4)Students applying for 4th Grade and above should provide the school with the officially stamped school 
       reports of the past 3 years  
    5)Letter of Self Recommendation by the Student
    6)Certificates of awards in art, sports, etc. (optional)

Admission Priority

Admission Procedure



Admission Q&A

1. What if my child’s English level is not high enough to keep up 
    with teaching progress? 

2. How are the shuttle buses arranged?

3. How to officially transfer the student’s enrollment status to 
    the school? 

4. How does the school manage the boarding students?  

5. What is the youngest age limit of students? 

6. How are the resident students managed?

The school emphasizes the bilingual teaching methods and attaches equal importance to Chinese and 
English. Both of the languages occupy 50% of the teaching time and are taught by native speakers. 
We strive to associate the English language learning with subject knowledge, project exploration and 
practical activities so as to enable the students to construct a ‘deep structure’ of English. Through the 
penetration and accumulation in the process of high perception, the students will naturally adapt to 
the language environment and automatically generate the correct expressions. For the students with 
relatively weak English foundation, we will appoint special teachers to provide guidance and help. 
Mobile learning/optional class system is adopted by the school at the middle school stage. Students 
with different levels of English language abilities will be divided into different classes based on the 
language test results. The school will adjust the classes every semester with reference to the language 
learning progress of each student. 

The school provides the resident students with a great range of activities during weekends and holidays. 
The students will be under centralized management by dorm teachers appointed by the school. 

The school provides free shuttle bus service to and from the city for the weekend, with more than 30 
bus lines. For the day students of the primary school section, the school also provides daily shuttle 
buses with bus fee paid separately. 
For specific bus routes please visit the official website of the school www.huijia.edu.cn,  click on 
‘Campus Life’ and select ‘School Bus’; or enter ‘bus’ in the School’s WeChat official account. 

For the eligible students who have their enrollment status registered in Beijing and conform to all 
the requirements of relevant policies, their status could be transferred to Huijia School.  For any 
inquiry regarding enrollment status transfer, please call the school Admission Office at 4008891993 or 
Students Registration Office at 60849332. 

The primary school section of Huijia accepts both day and boarding students. For the boarding 
students, the school arranges a great variety of activities to enrich their boarding life and appoints 
dorm/boarding teachers to offer life literacy and life skills trainings to the students of different ages, 
following the life skills training guidelines. The primary school section of Huijia adopts a family 
accommodation mode: every three students from lower grades share a room and 8 rooms form a unit; 
every three to four students from higher grades share a room and 10 rooms form a unit. 

Huijia follows the natural development of children and the laws of education. There is no strict 
restriction on the age of admission. Usually the youngest age for preschool enrollment is 5 years old 
and for 1st Grade of primary school enrollment is 6 years old. 



9. About the 6th Grade students’ study in the United States. 

7. How are the students admitted to a higher-level school internally, 
    for example, from the primary school to the middle school or from 
    middle school to high school? 

8. How does the school guarantee a safe campus life for children?

11. How is the school year fee charged?

10. What is the teacher-student ratio of the school and do foreign 
      teachers have the necessary qualifications? 

Established in 1995, Huijia US Center is located in Los Angeles. The major project of the center is selecting 
students from 5th Grade of the primary school section of Huijia for one academic year’s intensive English 
study in the United States. During the year, students will be managed by the US Center and their day-to-
day life will be looked after by the teachers and staff members of the Center. The life in the United States is 
generally composed of four parts namely school study, boarding life, field trip and holiday travel. Given the 
different language abilities, students will be divided into different classes when participating in the normal 
schooling in America. Every day after school, students will return to the student apartment in the center where 
they will be looked after by the teacher with the team. 

The health center of the school is composed of medical service center, dental care center, food safety 
inspection lab and air quality detection lab. A professional medical team with qualified and experienced 
school doctors provides 24/7 health and medical care for the students on campus. Once a child is found 
ill, the school doctor will take necessary medical treatments in the first place and then inform the parents. 
The professional dental care center provides students with preventive protection by following a full range of 
dental care programmes developed by experienced stomatologists in China. In terms of food safety, most 
of the vegetables consumed by students are organic ones supplied by Huijia farm. All food purchased from 
external suppliers are monitored on the daily basis by the internationally advanced testing equipment in the 
food safety inspection lab, so as ensure the food safety from the source. The school adopts a fully closed 
management system and the campus is under 24/7 and 360 degree surveillance. Apart from that, the school 
is equipped with a professional security team to further ensure campus safety. Both students and teachers 
must use electronic campus cards to enter and leave the campus. 
The school conducts air quality detection on the daily basis and the students’ sports activities will be carried 
out in the sports domes when the outdoor air quality is bad. 
At the present, the school has 5 sports domes including a comprehensive sports dome, a basketball dome, 
a swimming dome, an ice hockey dome and an equestrian dome. Fresh Air Systems (FAS) are installed in all 

the classrooms and students dormitories. 

Graduates of the primary school and middle school will need to take the admission exams for higher-level 
studies. The academic department of the school will provide the admission results for the students based on 
the results of the admission exams. 

The Structure of the School Year Fee 
1st -9th Grade: Tuition+Accommodation+Meal+Insurance 
10th -12th Grade:  Tuition+Accommodation+ Insurance (School Meals are paid separately and may vary)
For more details in relation to the school fees please call the school Admission Office at 4008891993 or 
consult admission officers during the campus talks or school open days. 

The school has a whole set of review and employment systems for foreign teacher employment. All applicants 
applying to be foreign teachers at Huijia must provide the school with academic certificates, non-criminal 
record certificates and teacher qualification certificates certified by the Chinese embassies in the relevant 
countries. Additionally they need to provide the school with reference letters from the previous schools where 
they worked in the past two years.



网站 

admissions@huijia.edu.cn


